Precise measurement of frequency sensitivity coefficients (FSCs) of some physical effects contributing to uncertainty is an important work in type-B uncertainty ( ) evaluation of atomic frequency standards. We proposed a method based on statistical and is available to comprehend the physical effectiveness of the least square method.
Introduction
The research of atomic frequency standards （AFSs） have made great progress in recent decades. Atomic fountain frequency standards (AFFSs) have realized time unit "second" with accuracy of 10 −16 1, 2 , and long-term frequency stability of AFFSs has reached 10 −17 magnitude 3 . Stability and uncertainty of optical frequency standards (OFSs) are at the level of 10 −18 4 . The improvement of uncertainty of AFSs mean not only measuring the error of the known physical effects with higher accuracy and suppressing noise stricter, but also evaluating and decreasing the influence of more effects neglected in the past. evaluation of main effects is one of the most important and difficult task in the study of AFSs. Many special experiments are employed to precisely evaluate it, such as collision frequency shift 5, 6 , distributed cavity phase shift 7, 8, 9, 10 , Zeeman frequency shift 1, 11, 12 for AFFSs, and blackbody radiation frequency shift 4, 13, 14, 15 and optical frequency shift 16, 17, 18 for OFSs, etc.
The evaluation for has a standard method adhering to some criteria 4, 19, 20, 21 , which can be summarized as following: the total error and total of the AFSs are the synthesis of many independent effects, the contribution can be expressed by the first- NSC can evaluate multiple errors of effects in parallel at the normal operating state of the device. And it is also universal in many other precision measurement fields. In the paper, we will demonstrate the method in the order of theoretical analysis, numerical simulation and experimental verification.
Theory
The relationship between the output fractional frequency of AFS and the environmental NIVs can be expressed as: Where is the integral time, is the number of effects counted in evaluation, 2), the adopted hypothesis is that: 0 y , 1 ,, N xx are independent of each other, so the covariance of any two of the variables is zero 19 . Extending ADEV to two-sample covariance, named Allan covariance (ACOV), expressed as : 
Here ( ) 
Here is an introduced independent variable for FSC measuring, and its stability is given by: , and it can be deduced to:
Then we obtain the expression of FSC from the statistical perspective, which is equal to the ratio of ACOV between ( ) ( ) Moreover, we can obtain the optimal compensation coefficients with D=10 for timedelay compensation in Fig.5 give us a reference for evaluating and improving the measurement of
Here, we consider 10% , but difficult to obtain higher precision. 
Demonstration experiments
Experiments are carried out with 87 Rb AFFS device to prove the NSC method. . The setup is similar to that of our another work 23 , whose object is to decrease the noise when There are three hypothesizes in deducing of Form of Eq. (8) is the same as the expression of slope by linear fitting of LSM. Eq. (8) is deduced from the condition that different noises are independent of each other while LSM is directly pointed out as an effective fitting method. Here, NSC is used to deal with the correlation of variables in form of noise, while LSM is used to fit lines or curves with obvious signal to noise, the difference can be looked on different ranges of SNR (SNR <<1 VS. SNR >1) while the method of minimum sum of squares is equally effective. At the same time, NSC give a physical explanation for the validity of LSM is given as follows: when input quantity is independent of the noise that affects output quantity, the ratio coefficient of input to output quantity satisfies Eq. (8) Furthermore, we have given a method to decrease the uncertainty contribution of the effect in our another work 23 . And it should be pointed out, the theory of NSC is still preliminary, and there is a large error between theoretical expectation and the results of NS or experiments, more rigorous derivation of NSC is needed as well as more efficient algorithms are required for data processing.
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